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8LI ETTPMGEXMSR SJ RIYVSWGMIRGI QIXLSHW XS EREP]^I ERH YRHIVWXERH TVIJIVIRGI JSVQEXMSR ERH HIGMWMSR QEOMRK MR QEVOIXMRK XEWOW
LEW VIGIRXP] KEMRIH VIWIEVGL EXXIRXMSR 8LI OI] GSRXVMFYXMSR SJ XLMW TETIV MW XS GSQTPIQIRX XLI EHZERGIQIRX SJ XVEHMXMSREP GSRWYQIV
VIWIEVGL XLVSYKL XLI MRZIWXMKEXMSR SJ XLI IZIRXVIPEXIH TSXIRXMEPW )64W EWWSGMEXIH [MXL TVIJIVIRGIW IPMGMXIH HYVMRK E HMWGVIXI
GLSMGI I\TIVMQIRX (') *MZI WYFNIGXW TEVXMGMTEXIH MR XLI I\TIVMQIRX EW XLI] GLSWI XLIMV TVIJIVVIH GSQTYXIV FEGOKVSYRH MQEKI
JVSQ E WIX SJ MQEKIW [MXL HM IVIRX GSPSVW ERH TEXXIVRW )QSXMZ )43' E GSQQIVGMEP [MVIPIWW )PIGXVSIRGITLEPSKVEQ ))+ LIEHWIX
[MXL  GLERRIPW [EW YXMPM^IH XS GSPPIGX ))+ WMKREPW JVSQ XLI WYFNIGXW [LMPI QEOing one hundred and fifty choice observations.
The collected EEG signals were filtered and cleaned from artifacts before FIMRK ITSGLIH MRXS WIKQIRXW SJ  QWIG IEGL JSV )64
EREP]WMW ;LIR SFWIVZMRK XLI EZIVEKI SJ ))+ ITSGLW GSPPIGXIH [LMPI XLI WYFNIGXW GLSWI XLIMV TVIJIVVIH FEGOKVSYRH MQEKIW XLIVI
[EW E GPIEV 4)64 GSQTSRIRX [MXL MXW PEVKIWX TS[IV WLS[R EX XLI PIJX JVSRXEP GLERRIP * JVSQ XLI MRXIVREXMSREP  W]WXIQ
A significant di IVIRGI [EW VIZIEPIH FIX[IIR XLI EZIVEKI )64 TSXIRXMEP SR * HYVMRK XLI ITSGLW XLEX GSMRGMHIH [MXL XLI MQEKIW
GSRXEMRMRK XLI TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW EKEMRWX XLEX GSMRGMHMRK [MXL XLI MQEKIW XLEX HMH RSX GSRXEMR XLI SFNIGXW SJ MRXIVIWX [MXL T  
% GPIEV 2)64 GSQTSRIRX SR XLI TEVMIXEP PSFI WIRWSV EX 4 [EW EPWS revealed to be significantly related to the di IVIRGI MR
EFWSPYXI TVIJIVIRGI [MXL T   3YV I\TIVMQIRXEP VIWYPXW EPWS WLS[IH XLEX XLIVI [EW E RIKEXMZI VIPEXMSRWLMT FIX[IIR XLI WTIIH
SJ XLI HIGMWMSR ERH XLI HM IVIRGI MR TVIJIVIRGI JSV XLI SFNIGXW MR XLI HIGMWMSR
G  8LI %YXLSVW 4YFPMWLIH F] )PWIZMIV &:
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'SRWYQIV RIYVSWGMIRGI MW ER IQIVKMRK HMWGMTPMRI YXMPM^MRK QIXLSHW ERH XLISVMIW IQTPS]IH SVMKMREPP] MR FVEMR
VIWIEVGL JSV MRZIWXMKEXMRK QEVOIXMRK TVSFPIQW ERH GSRWYQIV HIGMWMSRQEOMRK VIWIEVGL. One of the notable findings
JVSQ XLI HIGMWMSR QEOMRK PMXIVEXYVI MW XLEX TVIJIVIRGIW EVI GSRWXVYGXIH MR VIWTSRWI XS E HIGMWMSR XEWO VEXLIV XLER WXSVIH
MR QIQSV] ERH GEPPIH YTSR [LIR RIIHIH 2YQIVSYW XLISVMIW I\MWX VIKEVHMRK LS[ GSRWYQIVW JSVQ XLIWI TVIJIVIRGIW
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% VIGIRX TVSTSWEP MW XLEX TVIJIVIRGI GSRWXVYGXMSR GER FI PSSsely classified into two parts 7]WXIQW  FIMRK KIRIVEPP]
GSRGIVRIH [MXL XLI QSVI MRXYMXMZI ERH EYXSQEXMG HIGMWMSR QEOMRK [LMPI 7]WXIQW  FIMRK VIPEXIH XS XLI QSVI GSRWGMSYW
ERH GSRWMHIVIH HIGMWMSR QEOMRK 6IZMI[W SJ TVIWIRX WXYHMIW HIQSRWXVEXI XLEX XLI QIGLERMWQW HVMZMRK 7]WXIQ 
HIGMWMSR GER XEOI QER] JSVQW [MXL XLI GSRWYQIV FIMRK EFPI XS EGXMZIP] EWWIWW EPXIVREXMZIW MR RYQIVSYW [E]W
7XYHMIW GSRGIVRMRK XLI QIGLERMWQW YRHIVP]MRK 7]WXIQ  HIGMWMSRW WIIQ WSQI[LEX QSVI IPYWMZI %W W]WXIQW 
HIGMWMSRW EVI PEXIRX ERH EYXSQEXIH MR XLI QMRH SFWIVZEXMSR SJ XLIQ GER SRP] FI EGLMIZIH XLVSYKL HMVIGX RIYVSPSKMGEP
QIEWYVIQIRX VEXLIV XLER XLVSYKL QSVI GSQQSR WIPJVITSVXIH TW]GLSPSKMGEP QIEWYVIQIRX ERH QSHIPMRK
4VIZMSYW VIWIEVGL MRXS JYRGXMSREP QIEWYVIW SJ GSRWYQIV TVIJIVIRGIW YXMPM^IH XLI LYQER FVEMR EGXMZMX] HIRSXIH EW
)PIGXVSIRGITLEPSKVEQ ))+ EW E ZEPYEFPI XSSP XS TVSZMHIQEVOIXIVW [MXL MRJSVQEXMSR RSX SFXEMREFPI ZME GSRZIRXMSREP
QEVOIXMRK VIWIEVGL QIXLSHW IK MRXIVZMI[W UYIWXMSRREMVIW ERH JSGYW KVSYTW 8LI GLERKI MR XLI LYQER FVEMR
WMKREP ERH MXW QEMR WTIGXVEP FERHW SJ (IPXE  ,^ 8LIXE  ,^ %PTLE  ,^ &IXE  ,^ ERH +EQQE
 ,^ LEW FIIR SFWIVZIH XS I\EQMRI GSRWYQIVW GSKRMXMZI SV E IGXMZI TVSGIWWIW MR VIWTSRWI XS TVIJEFVMGEXIH
QEVOIXMRK WXMQYPM % RYQFIV SJ MRWMKLXW EPWS WYKKIWXIH XLEX XLI )ZIRX6IPEXIH 4SXIRXMEP )64 GSQTSRIRX
SJ ))+ MW PMOIP] XS GETXYVI W]WXIQ  HIGMWMSR QEOMRK %R )64 MW MR KIRIVEP E QIEWYVEFPI GLERKI MR IPIGXVMGEP
EGXMZMX] EGVSWW XLI WGEPT EVMWMRK JVSQ E RIYVSPSKMGEP TVSGIWW XLEX GSVVIWTSRHW XS E WIRWSV] GSKRMXMZI SV FILEZMSVEP
IZIRX 8LIVI EVI RYQIVSYW X]TIW SJ )64W IEGL FIMRK GLEVEGXIVM^IH EPSRK X[S HMQIRWMSRW XLI TSPEVMX] SJ XLI
change in electrical activity (positive or negative deflection from some stasis level) and the latency of the deflection
JVSQ [LIR XLI IZIRX SGGYVVIH )EGL X]TI SJ )64 LEW FIIR EWWSGMated with a specific group of neurological processes
ERH EVI YWIH XS QIEWYVI XLI EGXMZEXMSR SJ XLSWI TVSGIWWIW
3RP] E PMQMXIH RYQFIV SJ WXYHMIW LEZI GSPPIGXIH FSXL RIYVEP GSKRMXMZI ERH IQSXMSR HEXE ERH TVIJIVIRGI HEXE EW
this is a newly emerging field of research. Unlike most prior wSVO JSGYWMRK SR XLI I IGX SJ HM IVIRX EHZIVXMWIQIRXW SR
LYQER FVEMR EGXMZMX] XLMW TETIV JSGYWIW SR EREP]^MRK XLI )64 GLERKIW MR E WMQTPI GLSMGI HIGMWMSR GSRXI\X HIWMKRIH
to measure specific features (i.e., colors and patterns) of tLI GLSMGI STXMSRW FEGOKVSYRH MQEKIW XLEX MRHMZMHYEPW
PMOIHMWPMOI [LIR GLSSWMRK JVSQ HM IVIRX GLSMGI WIXW IEGL GSRWMWXMRK SJ X[S MQEKIW %HHMXMSREPP] XLI [SVO MR XLMW
TETIV MW FEWIH SR YWMRK TSVXEFPI FVEMR GSQTYXIV MRXIVJEGI ORS[R EW XLI )QSXMZ )43' E LMKL VIWSPYXMSR QYPXM
GLERRIP W]WXIQ [LMGL LEW FIIR HIWMKRIH JSV TVEGXMGEP VIWIEVGL ETTPMGEXMSRW
 1IXLSHW
 )\TIVMQIRXEP (IWMKR
8LI QIEWYVIQIRX MR XLMW VIWIEVGL IQTPS]IH E (MWGVIXI 'LSMGI )\TIVMQIRX (') XS IPMGMX GLSMGIW [LMPI TEVXMGM
TERXW [IVI EXXEGLIH XS ER ))+ LIEHWIX EW WLS[R MR *MK 8LI (') EWOIH TEVXMGMTERXW XS GLSSWI E RI[ TEXXIVR JSV
XLIMV GSQTYXIV FEGOKVSYRH JVSQ TEMVW TVIWIRXIH XS XLIQ MR WIUYIRGI 8LMW XEWO SJ GLSSWMRK E TEXXIVR JSV E FEGOKVSYRH
[EW YWIH EW MX [SYPH RSX VIUYMVI ER] IGSRSQMG VIEWSRMRK SV VEXMSREP EWWIWWQIRX XLYW SRP] W]WXIQ  [SYPH LEZI FIIR
EGXMZEXIH -R XLMW GEWI XLI PEGO SJ VIEWSRMRK EVMWIW JVSQ XLI EFWIRGI SJ ER] TVMGI TYVGLEWI TVSGIWW MRWXEPPEXMSR SV
SXLIV MRJSVQEXMSR 3RP] XLI FEGOKVSYRH MXWIPJ MW EZEMPEFPI JSV GSRWMHIVEXMSR [MXL IEGL FEGOKVSYRH FIMRK ER EQSV
TLSYW TEXXIVR XLEX [MPP IPMGMX WSQI PIZIP SJ ZMWYEP ETTIEP ERH EIWXLIXMG 8LMW XEWO HSIW RSX TVIGPYHI XLI EGXMZEXMSR SJ
W]WXIQ  EW XLI X[S W]WXIQW GERRSX FI GSQTPIXIP] MWSPEXIH JVSQ IEGL SXLIV FYX XLMW XEWO [SYPH QSWX LIEZMP] HVE[ SR
W]WXIQ  TVSGIWWIW
8LI ZEVMSYW GSQTYXIV FEGOKVSYRH EPXIVREXMZIW [IVI HIWMKRIH F] QERMTYPEXMRK TEXXIVR ERH GSPSV GSQTSWMXMSRW
8[S TEXXIVR X]TIW SJ WSPMH GSPSV ERH SVKERMG WLETIW [IVI YWIH 8LI XLVII GSPSVW SJ ]IPPS[ VIH ERH FPYI [IVI YWIH
8LI TEXXIVRW ERH GSPSVW [IVI SVKERM^IH MRXS FEGOKVSYRH EPXIVREXMZIW YWMRK E JYPP JEGXSVMEP XLEX KIRIVEXIH IZIV] TSWWMFPI
GSQFMREXMSR SJ TEXXIVR ERH GSPSV XLYW JSVQMRK WM\ FEGOKVSYRH EPXIVREXMZIW 8LI FEGOKVSYRH EPXIVREXMZIW [IVI XLIR
SVKERM^IH MRXS TEMVW YWMRK E TIVQYXEXMSR HIWMKR 8LMW TIVQYXEXMSR HIWMKR WLS[IH IZIV] TSWWMFPI TEMV [MWI GSQFMREXMSR
MR IZIV] TSWWMFPI SVHIV 8LYW XLI I\TIVMQIRX GSQTVMWIH  GLoices among pairs of backgrounds. One hundred and fifty
choice observations were drawn from five participants. The pEVXMGMTERXW [IVI WXYHIRXW EX E QENSV ,MKLIV )HYGEXMSR
-RWXMXYXMSR IXLMGEP ETTVSZEP [EW EGUYMVIH JVSQ XLI WEQI MRWXMXYXMSR %PP TEVXMGMTERXW [IVI WGVIIRIH XS FI VMKLX LERHIH
ERH RSRI RIIHIH XS [IEV KPEWWIW HYVMRK XLI I\TIVMQIRX 8LI GSQTYXIV SR [LMGL TEVXMGMTERXW GSQTPIXIH XLI (') XEWO
VIGSVHIH XLI WGVIIR EX ER EZIVEKI JVEQI VEXI SJ  ,^ 8LMW EPPS[IH XLI HIGMWMSR XMQIW XS FI W]RGLVSRM^IH [MXL XLI
))+ WMKREPW XS ER EGGYVEG] SJ  QWIG
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*MK  4LSXSKVETL WLS[MRK XLI I\TIVMQIRXEP WIXYT YWMRK XLI )QSXMZ )43' LIEHWIX
 ))+ (EXE 'SPPIGXMSR
8LI RIYVSPSKMGEP HEXE JSV XLI I\TIVMQIRX [EW GSPPIGXIH [MXL XLI )QSXMZ )43' E [MVIPIWW QYPXMGLERRIP ))+
W]WXIQ -X MW GSQTVMWIH SJ  GLERRIPW PSGEXIH EX XLI TSWMXMSRW %* * * *' 8 4 3 3 4 8 *' *
* ERH %* EGGSVHMRK XS XLI MRXIVREXMSREP  W]WXIQ 8[S EHHMXMSREP VIJIVIRGI IPIGXVSHIW EVI PSGEXIH FILMRH XLI
IEVW SR XLI )43' W]WXIQ 8LI  ))+ GLERRIPW [IVI VIGSVHIH EX E  ,^ WEQTPMRK JVIUYIRG] 8LI LIEHWIX YXMPM^IW
E TVSTVMIXEV] 97& HSRKPI XS GSQQYRMGEXI YWMRK XLI +,^ FERH 4VMSV XS YWI EPP JIPX TEHW SR XST SJ XLI WIRWSVW
LEZI XS FI QSMWXIRIH [MXL E WEPMRI WSPYXMSR 8LI )QSXMZ 7SJX[EVI (IZIPSTQIRX /MX 7(/ TVSZMHIW E TEGOIX GSYRX
JYRGXMSREPMX] XS IRWYVI RS HEXE MW PSWX E [VMXEFPI QEVOIV XVEGI XS IEWI WMRKPI XVMEP WIKQIRXEXMSR XEWOW ERH VIEPXMQI
WIRWSV GSRXEGX HMWTPE] XS IRWYVI UYEPMX] SJ QIEWYVIQIRXW
 ))+ 7MKREP 4VSGIWWMRK
3RI SJ XLI QSWX MQTSVXERX WXITW MR ))+ WMKREP TVSGIWWMRK W]WXIQW MW XS HIXIGX ERH VIQSZI EVXMJEGXW GEYWIH F]
QYWGPI EGXMZMX] I]I FPMROW ERH IPIGXVMGEP RSMWI 8LI EREP]WMW SJ XLI ))+ WMKREPW WXEVXIH [MXL E TVITVSGIWWMRK WXIT
XS VIQSZI XLI FEWIPMRI MRHYGIH F] XLI (' S WIX MRGPYHIH MR XLI )43' ))+ VIEHMRKW EW WLS[R MR *MK *SPPS[MRK
this step was a filtering step in which an IIR filter, Chebyshev 8]TI-- SJ QMRMQYQ SVHIV EW HIWMKRIH F] 1EXPEF
automated filter parameter generation application) was utilized to band-pass filter the EEG signal to 0.5Hz - to- 40Hz.
*MK  &PSGO HMEKVEQ SJ XLI ))+ TVSGIWWMRK W]WXIQ JSV )64 HIXIGXMSR
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8LI +]VSWGSTI WMKREPW MRGPYHIH MR XLI )43' [IVI XLIR YXMPM^IH XS HIXIGX ERH VIQSZI XLI QSZIQIRX WIGXMSRW F]
SFWIVZMRK XLIMV VSSX QIER WUYEVI ZEPYIW JSPPS[IH F] E GSQFMREXMSR SJ -RHITIRHIRX 'SQTSRIRX %REP]WMW -'% ERH
(MWGVIXI ;EZIPIX8VERWJSVQ (;8 FEWIH XLVIWLSPHMRK EW HIWGVMFIH MR /LYWLEFE IX EP  8LMW ETTVSEGL TIVJSVQW E
(;8FEWIH HIRSMWMRK WXIT SR XLI ]MIPHIH MRHITIRHIRX GSQTSRIRXW ERH XLIR TVSNIGXW XLI GPIERIH GSQTSRIRXW FEGO XS
XLI SVMKMREP HSQEMR JSV )64 EREP]WMW *SV QSVI HIXEMPW EFSYX XLI -'%[EZIPIX TVSGIHYVI XLI VIEHIV MW IRGSYVEKIH XS
VIJIV XS
 )\TIVMQIRXEP 6IWYPXW
4VMSV XS IZEPYEXMRK XLI VIPEXMSRWLMTW FIX[IIR XLI ))+ ERH TVeference data, it is important to confirm that the choice
XEWO IPMGMXIH WYMXEFPI TVIJIVIRGI HEXE JVSQ TEVXMGMTERXW 8EFPI  TVIWIRXW XLI GLSMGI JVIUYIRGMIW JVSQ XLI (') XLI
MRHMGEXSV JSV TVIJIVIRGI JSV IEGL SJ XLI FEGOKVSYRH EPXIVREXMZIW ERH JSV EPP WYFNIGXW 7 XS 7 'LSMGI JVIUYIRGMIW
GPIEVP] ZEV] EGVSWW XLI EPXIVREXMZIW MRHMGEXMRK TVIJIVIRGI MW RSX YRMJSVQ 8LIVI MW EPWS GPIEV LIXIVSKIRIMX] WYKKIWXMRK
RS HSQMRERX EPXIVREXMZIW [IVI TVIWIRX 7YFNIGXW [IVI XLYW JVII XS I\TVIWW XLIMV TIVWSREP TVIJIVIRGIW ,IXIVSKIRIMX]
MR TVIJIVIRGI [EW LMKLP] HIWMVEFPI MR XLMW GEWI EW MX VIQSZIW ER] FMEW MR XLI RIYVSPSKMGEP QIEWYVIQIRX XLEX QE] FI
EXXVMFYXIH XS XLI TVIWIRGI SJ E HSQMRERX STXMSR MR XLI I\TIVMQIRX
-R XIVQW SJ XLI )64 EREP]WMW JSV IEGL WYFNIGX XLIVI [IVI XMQIWXEQTW XLEX QEVOIH XLI FIKMRRMRK ERH IRH SJ XLI
TIVMSH HYVMRK [LMGL IEGL SJ XLI  TSWWMFPI GSQFMREXMSR SJ FEGOKVSYRH MQEKIW [EW HMWTPE]IH *SV IEGL SJ XLIWI
periods, the EEG data that belongs to the first 1000 msec while XLI WYFNIGXW [IVI IPMGMXMRK XLIMV TVIJIVIRGIW SR XLI
FEGOKVSYRH MQEKIW [EW WIKQIRXIH JSV PEXIV TVSGIWWMRK 8LI ))+ ITSGLW XLEX FIPSRK XS XLI FEGOKVSYRH MQEKIW
GSRXEMRMRK XLI QSWX TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW GSPSV ERH TEXXIVR JSV EPP WYFNIGXW [IVI XLIR KVSYTIH XSKIXLIV EZIVEKIH [LMPI
EPWS KVSYTMRK XSKIXLIV XLI ))+ ITSGLW XLEX FIPSRK XS XLI FEGOKVSYRH MQEKIW GSRXEMRMRK XLI RSRTVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW
;LIR TPSXXMRK XLI )64W VIPEXIH XS XLI QSWX TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW EGVSWW EPP GLERRIPW ERH EZIVEKIH EGVSWW EPP WYFNIGXW E
significant positive potential around 300 msec, i.e., P300 cSQTSRIRX [EW VIZIEPIH [MXL E QE\MQYQ ZEPYI SR * EW
WLS[R MR *MK YWMRK XLI ))+0%& XSSPFS\ EZEMPEFPI EX WGGRYGWHIHYIIKPEF 8LMW GSQTSRIRX [EW IPMGMXIH
[LIR XLI WYFNIGXW VIEGXIH XS XLIMV TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW ERH MX [EW HMWXVMFYXIH SZIV XLI PIJX JVSRXEP ERH VMKLX TEVMIXEP ERH
temporal regions, a finding which is in agreement with previoYW VIWIEVGL ,S[IZIV YRPMOI TVIZMSYW VIWIEVGL
SYV I\TIVMQIRXW VIUYMVIH XLI WYFNIGXW XS MRHMGEXI XLIMV EGXYEP TVIJIVIRGIW SR QYPXMTPI SFNIGXW ERH GLSSWI EQSRK
EPXIVREXMZIW [LMPI [IEVMRK E GSQQIVGMEP ))+ LIEHWIX 8LI TVSGIWW SJ TVIJIVIRGI JSVQEXMSR MW HITMGXIH XS EGXMZEXI
WXEVXMRK JVSQ XLI XIQTSVEP TEVMIXEP ERH SGGMTMXEP PSFIW Huring the first 50 msec while progressing to a strong P300
GSQTSRIRX SR XLI JVSRXEP PIJX * GLERRIP JSV TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW
In order to validate these findings, we have utilized the well-known student t-test to check the significant di IVIRGIW
FIX[IIR XLI )64W EWWSGMEXIH [MXL XLI TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW EKEMRWX XLEX SJ XLI )64W EWWSGMEXIH [MXL XLI RSRTVIJIVVIH
SFNIGXW SR IEGL SJ XLI GLERRIPW SR EZIVEKI EGVSWW EPP WYFNIGts. The t-test results indicated significant di IVIRGIW
FIX[IIR XLI )64W SJ TVIJIVVIH ZW RSRTVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW SR EPP SJ * * *' 4 3 4 8 *' * ERH %*
[MXL T   JSV EPP XIWXW I\GITX 4 [MXL T  02), while also revealing no significant di IVIRGI FIX[IIR XLI
X[S WIXW SJ )64W SR %* 8 3 ERH * [MXL T "  JSV EPP XIWXW %W XLI 4 GSQTSRIRX LEH MXW PEVKIWX TS[IV
SR * XLIR [I TPSXXIH XLI )64W SJ TVIJIVVIH ZW RSRTVIJIVVIH objects on F3 as shown in Fig.4. This figure also
GSRXEMRW XLI 2 )64 SJ TVIJIVVIH ZWRSRTVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW XLEX LEH MXW WQEPPIWX TS[IV SR 4 T   8LIWI
TPSXW GPIEVP] HMWXMRKYMWLIW XLI )64W EWWSGMEXIH [MXL XLI TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW ZW XLSWI EWWSGMEXIH [MXL XLI RSRTVIJIVVIH
8EFPI  4VIJIVIRGI HEXE WYQQEV]
'LSMGI *VIUYIRGMIW
&EGOKVSYRH 'SPSV 4EXXIVR 7 7 7 7 7
 FPYI WSPMH     
 ]IPPS[ WSPMH     
 VIH WSPMH     
 FPYI WLETIW     
 ]IPPS[ WLETIW     
 VIH WLETIW     
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*MK  %ZIVEKI )64W SJ QSWX TVIJIVVIH SFNIGXW EGVSWW EPP WYFNIGXW
objects. The remaining channels that showed significant di IVIRGIW FIX[IIR XLI )64W SJ TVIJIVVIH ZW RSRTVIJIVVIH
objects had a significant negative component around 100 msec. However, the literature has identified such early
waves, or components peaking roughly within the first 100 mseG EJXIV WXMQYPYW EW WIRWSV] SV I\SKIRSYW EW XLI]
HITIRH PEVKIP] SR XLI TL]WMGEP TEVEQIXIVW SJ XLI WXMQYPYW -R GSRXVEWX )64W KIRIVEXIH MR PEXIV TEVXW MI 4 ERH
N400, reflect the manner in which the subject evaluates the stMQYPYW ERH EVI XIVQIH GSKRMXMZI SV IRHSKIRSYW
*MREPP] [I LEZI EPWS SFWIVZIH E RIKEXMZI VIPEXMSRWLMT FIX[IIR XLI WTIIH SJ XLI HIGMWMSR ERH XLI HM IVIRGI MR TVIJ
erence for the objects in the decision. This finding o IVW E TVEGXMGEP IZEPYEXMSR SJ XLI ZEPMHMX] SJ XLI I\TIVMQIRX -J XLI
HIGMWMSR [EW LEVHIV FIGEYWI SJ HIGVIEWIW MR TVIJIVIRGI HM IVIRGIW FIX[IIR XLI FEGOKVSYRHW XLIR XLI GLSMGI WLSYPH
LEZI XEOIR PSRKIV XS QEOI 3R EZIVEKI TEVXMGMTERXW XSSO  WIGSRHW XS QEOI E GLSMGI JSV IEGL TEMV SJ FEGOKVSYRHW
8LI GSVVIPEXMSR FIX[IIR XLI XMQI XEOIR XS QEOI XLI GLSMGI ERH XLI EFWSPYXI HM IVIRGI MR GLSMGI JVIUYIRG] MW RIKEXMZI
and highly significant (V !  T   8LMW S ers a strong support for the findings of our study.
 (-7'977-32 %2( '32'097-327
8LI JSGYW SJ XLMW VIWIEVGL [EW XS I\EQMRI XLI RIYVSPSKMGEP FEWMW JSV W]WXIQ  TVIJIVIRGI JSVQEXMSR ERH HIGMWMSR
QEOMRK ;I YWIH )64 TSXIRXMEPW VIPEXIH XS GSRWYQIVW TVIJIVences elicitation to show, for the first time using Emotiv
8MQIQWIG
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)43' XLEX HM IVIRXMEP RIYVEP EGXMZMX] FIX[IIR TVIJIVVIH ERH RSRTVIJIVVIH MXIQW I\MWX QEMRP] EVSYRH  QWIG SR *
ERH  QWIG SR 4 &EWIH SR XLI TVIWIRX VIWIEVGL I\EQMRMRK XLI 4)64 [I EVKYIH XLEX [LIR QIEWYVIH QEMRP]
SR JVSRXEP GLERRIP * MX GETXYVIW XLI EFMPMX] SJ XLI FVEMR XS EGX EW E HM IVIRGI IRKMRI 8LI 4 QIEWYVIW XLI W]WXIQW
 TVIJIVIRGI JSVQEXMSR TVSGIWWIW SJ I\EQMRMRK XLI TSWWMFPI FEWIW SJ HM IVIRGI FIX[IIR SFNIGXW ERH XLIR MHIRXMJ]MRK
XLI QSWX HM IVIRX SFNIGX -R XLMW GEWI XLI HM IVIRGI MW FEWIH SR XLI YRMUYI TVIJIVIRGIW SJ XLI TIVWSR QEOMRK XLI
HIGMWMSR )QSXMZ )43'FEWIH 4 QE] TSXIRXMEPP] FI YWIH MR QEVOIXMRK VIWIEVGL EW ER IRHSKIRSYW RIYVEP MRHMGEXSV
SJ QIEWYVMRK GSRWYQIVW TVIJIVIRGIW 8LI VIWYPXW SJ SYV I\TIVMQIRX EPWS HIQSRWXVEXI XLI EQTPMXYHI SJ XLI 2 SR
P7 is significantly related to the di IVIRGI MR EFWSPYXI TVIJIVIRGI EW QIEWYVIH XLVSYKL GLSMGI JVIUYIRG] FIX[IIR XLI
ZEVMSYW TEMVW SJ GSQTYXIV FEGOKVSYRHW S IVIH ;LEX XLMW MRHMGEXIW MW XLEX EW XLI HM IVIRGI MR TVIJIVIRGI FIX[IIR XLI
EPXIVREXMZI MRGVIEWIW ERH XLI GLSMGI FIGSQIW QSVI SFZMSYW XLIR XLI W]WXIQW  RIYVSPSKMGEP TVSGIWWIW IRGSQTEWWIH MR
XLI 2 EVI EGXMZEXIH XS E QYGL PIWWIV I\XIRX EW KVIEXIV PIZIPW SJ TVSGIWWMRK EVI WMQTP] RSX RIIHIH 8LI MQTPMGEXMSRW
SJ XLMW VIWIEVGL JSV VIWIEVGL I\EQMRMRK TVIJIVIRGI JSVQEXMSR EVI WYFWXERXMEP 8LI HIGMWMSR XEWO YWIH MR XLMW VIWIEVGL
[EW HIWMKRIH XS EGXMZEXI W]WXIQW  QSVIWS XLER W]WXIQ  TVIJIVIRGI JSVQEXMSR 8LMW LEW EPPS[IH YW XS MHIRXMJ]
XLI RIYVSPSKMGEP JIEXYVIW YRHIVP]MRK W]WXIQW  *YXYVI VIWIEVGLIVW GER RS[ QSVI HMVIGXP] SFWIVZI XLI MQTEGX SJ
I\TIVMQIRXEP QERMTYPEXMSRW SR XLI EGXMZEXMSR SJ WYGL TVSGIWWIW
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